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From the Editors

Public-Private Solutions

Click anywhere on the above image to view Editor-in-Chief Scott Bogren and Editor Rich Sampson
provide an overview of this edition of DigitalCT.
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Voices from the Community

Summer-Fall 2013

In this edition of DigitalCT, The CTPodcast page features two
important conversations. To subscribe to the CTPodcast, go to
http://ctpodcast.blogspot.com/ or search “The CTPodcast” in
iTunes. Click on the microphone beside each entry to listen!
CTAA Executive Director Dale J. Marsico, CCTM

The
the
CTA
com
Pod
new

CTAA Executive Director Dale J. Marsico, CCTM, joins the pod to assess the current environment for community and public transportation
-- from economics to politics to demographics -- and to discuss the
best ways forward. Dale talks about a more encompassing definition of
private-sector involvement in the transit industry and the Association’s
soon-to-be-announced financial tools to help agencies around the nation meet growing local demand. From sustainability and affordability to
low-cost financing and innovative services, this is one podcast you won’t
want to miss.
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Deb Dauenhauer, Executive Director, Silver Rider, Laughlin, Nev.
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Deb Dauenhauer, Executive Director of the Southern Nevada Transit
Coalition’s Silver Rider, talks about her agency’s challenges and innovation and its’ recent recognition as the 2013 Rural Community Transportation System of the Year. In its first decade of service, Silver Rider has
gone from serving three communities in Southern Nevada, to 11. The
system provides access to jobs, to health care and much more with its
more than 300,000 annual trips. What has been the key to its success?
According to Dauenhauer, Silver Rider has built a brand that is always
looking for new ways to meet unmet mobility demands, whether it be
traditional fixed-route operations, demand response services or special
trips for local veterans or the homeless populations.
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Guest Commentary

Summer-Fall 2013

Creative Use of Private Resources and Practices
By James J. McLary

cautious, but a selective look at some late
night and weekend trips might be in order.

Having worked in both the public and private sector, provides me an opportunity that
many people don’t have. I understand the
need for service, which is the mantra of the
public sector, but I also understand the need
for profit that drives the private market. I
always tell my friends in the public and nonprofit sector that profit is not necessarily evil,
and that if you can make a profit – public
and non-profit agencies – you can use that
money for other public good.

When an agency looks at an average cost
per trip, it doesn’t look at trip specifics. Short
trips tend to cost less and can be provided
by taxis at a much lower cost. Also, taxis
can be used to provide the extra long single
trips, late-night and weekend periods, and
service protection for late and missed trips.
An example of using taxis to reduce trip cost
is DART in Dallas, Texas. Recently, DART
changed their ADA complementary paratransit model to utilize taxis in its service delivery. The results have been a 25 percent reduction in average trip costs from $45 to $35
per trip. In addition the taxis have the best
on-time performance of the entire system.

Having that as an introduction, neither
public nor private service provision is always right for all situations. The merits of
the service delivery relies on a comfort and
trust level between the public and the private
sectors. When I see ADA complementary
services costing upwards of $25 per trip in
small- and medium-size cities, I look at the
options and see where the private sector can
help. For instance, in my small community
of Bloomington, Ind., the average cost of the
ADA complimentary service is approximately
$22 per trip. Our average trip cost for my
company, E2Taxi is approximately $15 per
trip. I understand the union issues, and the
reluctance to not contract out its service, a
previous bad experience tends to make one
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Project ACTION funded a study in 2008
that provided alternatives that would help
control the cost of ADA complementary
services.1 This study identified 29 communities that were contacted and provided information about the use of taxis in paratransit
programs. The study identified both benefits and problem areas. While it is hard to
summarize, the biggest benefit was a major
reduction in costs, while the biggest problem
area was driver training. Some of the benefits
1
A Survey on the use of Taxis in Paratransit Programs, Project ACTION, December 2008
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included flexibility – same day service possible (good for customers and cheaper for
agencies), 24 hour, 7 day, 365 day per year
service, quick response, and good service
options at difficult times – late night, peak
times, add-ons, safety net for late trips. In
addition, the survey found that customers
like the taxi (sedan) versus the larger bodyon-chassis vehicles that transit agencies tend
to use.
Speaking of body-on-chassis vehicles raises
another issue. Most of these vehicles get
9-12 miles per gallon, while sedans get a
better mileage of 15-18 miles per gallon. If
Prius-type hybrids are used, then the mileage
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goes up to 45-50 miles per gallon. Assuming vehicles are driven an average of 32,000
miles per year the switching from a BOC
to a hybrid sedan would save approximately
$3,500 per year based on gasoline at $3.50/
gallon. I know some of the objections to
sedans are wheelchair trips and also the flexibility of using BOC for scheduling. However
if systems examine their trip characteristics
they may find that they have around 20-25
percent wheelchair trips. Therefore 75-80
percent don’t need a vehicle that can accommodate wheelchairs. A fleet mix would be
beneficial to most agencies or the use of taxis
for some of the ambulatory trips would be
another option.
As I stated in the beginning, no one solution works for every situation. The fleet mix
or the use of the private sector will help almost every agency. Do your evaluation, make
your needs known and develop a publicprivate partnership that works for all. Most
importantly keep an open mind and select
the best solution.
The Takeaway

Transportation Lending Services
Financing

Transportation Facilities
& Multimodal Centers
A special loan
fund to develop
transportation
facilities and
multi-modal
centers to improve
community
mobility and

There is no one-size-fits-all approach to
public-private partnerships. The most successful arrangements take into account local
factors and seek to increase affordability and
flexibility. The best advice is to keep an open
mind.
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CDTLS can provide funding in
support of transportation facility construction or renovation.
Across the country local transit
services are building facilities
and promoting economic development through transportation.
Sustainable economic development can be dependent on an
intermodal transportation system
that includes rail or bus. Financing
is meant to facilitate or enhance
community transportation activities and to promote intermodal
activities and mobility.

Financing available with negotiable
terms and low interest rates.

CDTLS is dedicated to improving mobility opportunities and
enhancing economic development
through community transportation.

Dale J. Marsico, CCTM
1341 G Street, NW, 10th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
Tel: 202.415.9682
Fax: 202.737.9197
E-mail: marsico@ctaa.org
Web: www.ctaa.org

Why use CDTLS?
• Flexible financing options
• Negotiable interest rates
• Key partnerships

Eligible Applicants: Private companies, non-profit organizations,
and state or local governments
supporting community transportation and intermodal activities.
Criteria: Adequate collateral and
a priority of promoting economic
development in low-income areas.
For further information or a loan
application contact:

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY LENDER
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The Challenge of Growth

How CTAA Can Help You Manage Today’s Demanding
Community and Public Transportation Environment
By Dale J. Marsico, CCTM
Today, throughout the community and public transportation industry, we are often confronted with grave concerns about investments
in mobility because of the serious issues that
have arisen in our national political process.
This was not always the case. For a generation we enjoyed bi-partisan political support
— especially in the Congress — that enabled
us to strengthen our nation’s commitment to
meeting the growing mobility needs for all
Americans. Whether it was highways, airports,
sea or inland ports, transit systems, or specialized transportation services, we saw progress
even though many of our needs remain to be
completed. Those days, however, have ended.
More recently, the public sector, in all of its
forms, has come under increased pressure to
reduce its responsibilities because of the critical complaints about government spending
that cloud our political discourse.
One subset of this discussion that is often
missing from our conversations as they relate
to community and public transportation is
how far the need exceeds even the maximum
level federal investment that may occur at the
highest and most positive outcomes that can
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be obtained within the political process. We
are faced with the challenge of untethered
growth and demand. And although federal
investments are essential they cannot provide
the full range of resources to maintain our
current systems or provide for a future of even
greater demand.
Heeding the Call of Demographic and
Financing Fundamentals
For more than a generation demographers,
planners and many different kinds of advocates have been talking, writing and researching changes in the make up of our society.
Like the historical ride of Paul Revere, these
individuals have been sounding an alarm
about change. According to their predictions,
America would become a vastly different
country from the one that existed throughout
most of its history. They predicted that early
21st Century America would be a nation of
more than 300 million people, more urbanized, more coastal, older and more ethnically
diverse. Transportation advocates, in particular, saw the challenges this transformation
creates throughout the various forms of mobility that make up our diverse community and
public transportation network. They under-
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stood that the need for more service would be
self-evident just with the growth in population, that congestion would create the need
for more efficient mobility solutions, that an
aging population needed more service particularly in the area of health care and that the demand for rural service would grow since both
employment and health care are more regional
and often centered in larger urbanized areas.
These factors have all emerged as a reality pretty much along the lines as predicted.
In this case the Paul Reveres of the world
were right: Fundamental change was coming
with increased demand in transportation and
mobility services. A larger population that is
older, more diverse and that includes more
low-income individuals as well as offering increased eligibility for federal healthcare efforts
like Medicaid and Medicare will obviously
cost more than it did a decade ago. The tremendous advances in medical technology add
even greater costs to those programs. It’s especially hard for people in the political process
to recognize this change since many of them
seem to think that somehow it should cost
society the same as it did 50 years ago. This
disconnect is in part responsible for all of our
discussions about the national debt. During
the last 20 years we’ve lowered tax revenue at
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Commentary
the federal level to the lowest rates since the
1950s yet America’s population in 2013 bears
almost no resemblance to those demographics. Revenue for mobility and transportation is
caught in this basic argument, which accounts
for a large part of the challenge facing those
who manage or develop basic transportation
services.

In many states and communities, growth
now exceeds these investment levels and some
have begun to return to the original perspective on this investment: using federal funding
as leverage. Vital to that approach includes
expanding that concept of leveraging to the
private sector. That’s where CTAA can help
you.

There is another element to this discussion,
as well, that deals more with the nature of
federal investments in public transportation:
The role federal investments were designed to
play in being part of a solution to our transportation needs and demands. As early as
the 1960s a strategy of limited involvement
emerged in the first federal investment options
in public transportation.

Redefining the Private Sector

Since the beginning federal investment has
only been part of the solution. Through various matching requirements this relationship
has been carried forward year after year. For
many years in community and public transportation, there was a history of not being
able to use all the federal revenue that was
made available under the various federally
supported programs, often caused by limited
participation by eligible communities and the
limited public transportation services in the
southern and western portions of the nation.
The demographic changes taking place — the
increasing western and southern population
— has increased program participation which
now sees the industry using almost every dollar available.

www.ctaa.org
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All too often the discussion of private sector
investment in public and community transportation becomes a dialogue of hiring private
companies to do transportation services. Yet
such a discussion is only one small part of the
issues of private involvement in public transportation. We can no longer afford to overlook
larger issues of private-sector involvement
that center on financing. Financing in community and public transit is the largest private
form of involvement in public and community
transportation. The largest of these hidden-inplain-sight activities is bonding. Larger transportation projects use bonding in ways similar
to other public-sector capital investments.
Bonding is a form of borrowing to make
investments now while paying for them over
time. Government agencies usually make large
purchases through such mechanisms thus
jump starting projects when other funding
is unavailable and/or difficult to find. Bonding has always been a key factor when federal
funding is limited.
Since bonding is usually linked to large
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projects by governmental entities, it doesn’t
have the same impact on smaller mobility
providers. Typically, such operators seeking
private investment find themselves in
commercial banking arrangements as a limited
way of reaching private sources of capital.
In response to the financial crisis of the last
decade such financing has been difficult to
access and borrowers who make it through
this process find very expensive prices for
borrowing.
Our Initiative: A Clear Path to Private
Financing
As advocates for increasing the resources
for all transportation providers. CTAA created
a financing institution, Community Development Transportation Lending Services, to
bring private capital at reasonable rates to
the network of transportation providers that
have projects or ideas that don’t fit into traditional bonding or available grant programs.
Although the ways private financing can work
to assist transportation providers are virtually
unlimited, there are a few examples within our
history that are good examples of going private, including:
Addressing the local share of federal
grants: Many organizations find themselves in
need of large amounts of matching funds for
federal grants, especially those that provide
new or needed capital. Often purchases of
vehicles have to be deferred because it takes
time to accumulate revenue to meet cost-sharing requirements. For more than two decades
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through its lending efforts, CTAA has helped
provide that needed matching contribution
allowing the local agency to stretch payments
over several years rather than all at once.
This private-sector financing can give a local
provider up to five years to raise what they
need while moving forward with the capital
improvements when needed. The savings that
new capital have on operations are often the
resource needed to pay back what’s been borrowed.

organizations to help them achieve
a lower-cost option for their existing
services and financed the efforts of
some individual providers as part of
their network in ways that upgrade equipment
but lower the cost of services. These types
of relationships extend private financing to a
different level that can encourage ways that
a community and public transit organization
can extend their reach and help cope with
increased demand.

Working Capital: The current
way local operators provide contract
services, they are often forced to wait
long periods of time to obtain payment for the services they provide. This poses
fiscal hardships to uninterrupted service and
creates numerous transfers to make ends meet
while that process continues. Sometimes local
agencies are forced to take reduced payments
when issues are contested because they lack
the ability to pay while negotiations continue,
in these cases financing for operating costs
become extremely important.

2

Insurance and Safety: As part of
this set of initiatives, CTAA will soon
be announcing a brand-new partnership with a national insurance
provider specializing in property and casualty
lines. We know that this new CTAA Insurance
Store arrangement will help all our members
both save money and provide the safest transportation possible. Safety is an issue at which
many CTAA members are taking a renewed
look, particularly with new federal regulations
being developed. Recently, the Association announced new safety training and certification
programs that are designed to meet these new
specifications. Our new financing programs
can help you finance these important training
and certification programs that can help you
save on your insurance bill.

Network Building: We’ve supported small
taxi services that are part of community transit

Communications: The ability to
communicate your agency’s message
to the targeted audience, succinctly
and timely, is a key to its overall success. And as social media, web sites, and Inter-

1

Vanpools: In the wake of many
changes in employment transportation, some community and public
transportation providers have instituted a number of vanpool programs that are
financed by CTAA with monthly payments
from those who ride paying for the equipment.
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net 2.0 offer more opportunities to speak with
audiences than ever before, understanding the
value of a cohesive communications strategy
is crucial. CTAA’s acclaimed communications
department is ready to directly assist you.
From developing fully integrated communications plans and strategies to launching new
web sites and social media campaigns or redesigning logos and informational brochures,
we can help.

6

In these cases community and
public transportation providers can
build on their experience and expand
services that can be both affordable
and sustainable. Additionally they can expand
the potential numbers of riders especially in
the employment area. Expanding the universe
of users expands the support all community
and public transportation providers need for
the future. Most importantly it brings financing that helps broaden the base of support for
community and public transportation now and
in the future.
The Takeaway
Long-predicated demographic changes are
increasing transit demand at the very moment
the political system is seeking to limit federal
transit investments. Transit managers and
leaders can no longer consider themselves
grant managers. Private-sector finance is key to
community and public transportation meeting
this growing demand and CTAA is developing
tools to assist you.
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More On Public-Private Solutions:
A Look Back at DigitalCT’s Coverage of Innovative Partnerships
Although this edition of DigitalCT focuses primarily on new trends and strategies for collaboration between public and private entities to improve mobility options, we’ve highlighted numerous other examples of similar partnerships in past editions of DigitialCT. Here’s a look back...

www.ctaa.org

In our Minnesota Transit Tour edition
(Summer 2013), we profiled Hibbing
Area Transit, operated under contract
by Shubat Transportation. Click here
to read the article.

To understand the evolving nature of
Innovation in Coordination (SpringSummer 2012), we explored how to
foster entrepreneurship in the public
sector. Click here to read the article.

While discussing regional connectivity
in The Future of Connectivity...Today
(Spring 2013), we took a look at how
public-private solutions help improve
links between communities.

One important way the public and
private sectors can work together on
mobility is by connecting workers with
transit options, as we discussed in our
Returning Transit to the Community
issue (Spring 2012).

Our profiles of Innovative Transit
Leadership (Winter 2013) included
crucial private sector collaboration
in our Applied Technologies section.
Click here to read the article.

In our Telling the Truth About
Transit edition (Summer-Fall 2011),
we looked at how Chambers of
Commerce are often key champions
for improved mobility. Click here to
read the article.

As we considered how to Reframe Value (Fall-Winter 2012), we discussed
how public-private solutions can help
prioritize the affordability of transit.
Click here to read the article.

Our Summer 2011 edition addressed
urgent issues facing mobility
providers, including “Financing the
Future” and “Medicaid Brokerages,”
where the private sector is involved.
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RTC of Southern Nevada

Summer-Fall 2013

Transit Agency Leverages Private Partnerships to
Change Transit Culture in Southern Nevada
By Angela Castro
As one of the nation’s youngest transit systems at just 20-years-old, the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada
(RTC) has pursued innovative solutions to
developing and promoting an accessible and
integrated public transit system in the sprawling Las Vegas Valley. Serving over 60 million
passengers a year in a valley that spans 600
square miles, RTC General Manager, Tina
Quigley, has established various partnerships
with the local business community to enable
the agency to continue to grow and serve new
customers.
“Partnering with local businesses on various initiatives enhances our efforts in making public transit, as well as other alternative
forms of transportation, more accessible and
viable options to driving a single-occupant
vehicle,” said Quigley. “These partnership are
integral tools to expanding the footprint and
usage of transit and alternative transportation
in Southern Nevada.”
One of the RTC’s most successful publicprivate partnership initiatives is Club Ride
Commuter Services, an employer-based
commuter program that promotes alternative modes of transportation, such as taking
transit, carpooling, walking and bicycling.
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Club Ride is a free, incentive-based program
that partners with over 250 local employers,
including many of the state’s largest employers, to encourage sustainability in Southern
Nevada, helping to reduce traffic congestion,
improve air quality and help employees save
money.
Employer participation in the Club Ride program is turnkey, as Club Ride’s outreach staff
works hard to encourage success. They provide carpool match lists, signage for carpoolonly parking, host on-site transportation fairs
and supply marketing materials to educate
employees about their transportation options
and encourage participation in the program.
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“Club Ride has been a valuable component
of our CodeGreen program at Caesars, and
collaborating with our team members and
RTC has produced tremendous results in
reducing our impact on the environment and
helping us increase our sustainability efforts,”
said Gwen Migita, Vice President of Sustainability and Community Affairs.
In 2012 alone, Caesars Entertainment employees who participated and reported their
commutes as part of the RTC’s Club Ride program reduced 132 tons of greenhouse gases,
reduced 352,975 miles from roadways – the
equivalent of 14 trips around the earth - and
collectively saved more than $92,000 by tak-
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RTC of Southern Nevada
sustainable transportation system, including
promoting our transit services and other forms
of transportation that helps to reduce the
overall number of cars on the road.”
As a result of the mutually beneficial
partnership, Club Ride continues to grow
year over year. Club Ride reports show that
995,000 total clean commute trips were
reported in 2012 – up from 925,000 in 2011.
In total, these commuters’ efforts helped to
reduce 5.7 million miles of travel from Southern Nevada roadways, reducing 2,218 tons of
greenhouse gases and reducing 56.85 tons of
carbon monoxide from air this past year.

ing an alternative commute to work. Caesars
Entertainment recently renewed its successful
15-year partnership with the Club Ride program, continuing to offer commuting alternatives for employees at all of its nine Las Vegas
properties and the corporate headquarters.
“It’s a win-win for everyone,” said Quigley,
noting the program has more than 27,000
participants. “The RTC manages the entire
program for our employer partners. We take
care of everything from promotion to tracking
the employees’ reported commutes. Employers don’t have to design any new corporate
programs or perks, and they can include
Club Ride as part of their overall green initiatives, including LEED certification efforts. In
return, the RTC succeeds in creating a more
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The use of alternative forms of commuting
in Las Vegas has certainly increased over the
years, in large part to the efforts of the RTC
and Club Ride partnering with the business
community. The increase is also due to the
RTC’s continued development of a public
transit system that makes transit more accessible and convenient for commuters.
“For the past decade RTC has made fundamental investments that have improved the
overall proficiency of the city transit system.
They are a significant part of our community,
and in a continued effort to revitalize the
growth and vibrancy of downtown and Las
Vegas as a whole, we are happy to have established a joint partnership which continues to
change the way our community and visitors
view our public transportation initiatives,” said
Ashley Misko, marketing manager of the Mob
Museum, a Club Ride employer partner.
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Ensuring transit is accessible to enhance
workforce mobility is a primary goal for Quigley. The population is spread out across the
valley, yet the majority commutes to two key
employment centers, downtown Las Vegas
and the Strip. Thus, over the past five years,
the RTC has introduced several new bus rapid
transit lines that are designed specifically
with commuters in mind. These rapid transit
services and express routes offer limited stops
and direct links from residential areas to highdensity employment centers like downtown
Las Vegas and the Strip.
Yet, bringing residents from their homes to
the transit line often remained a challenge
since many potential riders still have to drive
to the transit stop given the expansive design
of Southern Nevada neighborhoods.
Quigley has partnered with numerous businesses throughout the valley to create retail
park-and-ride locations that supplement the
three main park-and-ride facilities constructed
by the RTC. These retail sites have donated
a certain number of parking spots that are
marked with RTC Park & Ride signage. Commuters in the nearby vicinity now only have
to drive a short distance to a retail parking lot
where they can park for free and meet their
carpool partners or take transit.
To date, there are about a half dozen retail
park-and-ride lots throughout the Las Vegas
Valley, located at commercial centers, university buildings and local hotel and casinos. The
partnership benefits both the business and

15
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RTC of Southern Nevada
RTC, as the business has a means to encourage commuters to use transit by making it
more accessible and the RTC brings commuters right to their front door.
The newest lot is located in a resort hotel
at the Fiesta Henderson, where commuters
will be able to park for free and ride transit to
either downtown Henderson or downtown Las
Vegas via the Henderson & Downtown Express (HDX).
“We’re very excited to partner with the RTC
on the new park-and-ride station at our property,” said Mark Birtha, vice president and
general manager of Fiesta Henderson. “At
Fiesta Henderson, we’re always striving to
better serve our community, and we are looking forward to helping make the new HDX bus
run successfully.”
However, accessibility to transit encompasses not only the location of transit service and
park and rides, but also the availability and
ease of purchasing transit passes.
“We saw the need to offer riders a way
to buy transit passes as they go about their
regular errands, like grocery shopping or picking something up at the corner store,” stated
Quigley, whose vendor transit sale program
has grown to more than 300 locations valley
wide, including partnerships with retail giants
like Albertsons grocery stores, 7-Eleven, Walgreens, Albertsons, Marianas Supermarkets
and most recently, Circle K stores.
In fact, the vendor transit sale program has
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grown by more than $1 million dollars yearover-year, to its current level of $13 million
dollars in vendor sales, bringing in additional
revenue to the RTC and broadening the availability of transit passes at grocery and convenient stores throughout Southern Nevada.
While the RTC has numerous partnerships
with the private sector to broaden the RTC’s
services to residents, Quigley also has pursued
partnerships that will serve tourists visiting the
destination.

express bus service to use a vacant bay at the
RTC’s South Strip Transfer Terminal to provide non-stop bus service from Los Angeles to
Las Vegas.
Leaving from Union Station in downtown
Los Angeles, Megabus brings passengers
directly to the RTC’s South Strip Transfer Terminal, which is conveniently located near Las
Vegas Boulevard and where riders can connect
to other RTC routes that go to Strip mega
resorts and downtown Las Vegas. Megabus
proves to be a cost-effective and attractive option for people looking to travel to Las Vegas
but not wanting to do the driving themselves.

As Las Vegas welcomes thousands of visitors from Los Angeles every month, additional
transit service can help reduce traffic on I-15,
the main highway between Southern Califor“The RTC understands the importance
nia and Nevada. Thus, Quigley initiated a pilot of tourism to our economy, so to be able
program with Megabus, allowing the daily
to promote a transit option from Southern
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RTC of Southern Nevada
California that can bring more people to Las
Vegas was certainly a partnership we wanted
to pursue,” said Quigley. “Megabus riders arrive within convenient access of the resorts on
the Strip and can take the popular Deuce on
the Strip or the Strip & Downtown Express
to the hotel and begin their vacation within
minutes.”
As the RTC continues to develop its transit
services for the vast Las Vegas valley, Quigley
knows the key to success is to pursue partnerships with the private sector that are mutually
beneficial.
“Transit helps reduce traffic, keeps our air
cleaner, and reduces transportation costs,”
added Quigley. “While budgets can sometimes
limit what can be accomplished, by working
with local businesses, as well as other community leaders and entities, we can create programs and initiatives that benefit everyone.”
The Takeaway
Las Vegas’s Regional Transportation
Commission (RTC) has actively pursued local
businesses and private-sector partnerships to
build its ability to respond to growing local
transit demand as well as cultivating important
partnerships. From ride sharing to commuter
park-and-ride lots to intercity connections, the
RTC has a track record of mutually beneficial
arrangements.

An Exciting Member Benefit: Take Control
of Your Insurance
The Insurance Store at CTAA offers a menu of insurance and employee
benefits products and services available to CTAA members through leading
insurance professionals at Arthur J Gallagher Risk Management Services,
Inc. and Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc., subsidiaries of Arthur J. Gallagher
& Co.
Through group buying power, CTAA members can obtain more comprehensive coverage, superior customer service, state-of-the-art risk management
services and more competitive insurance pricing for their employees and
their systems. Take control of your insurance; own it, don’t rent it.

Technical Assistance
How do you know if you have the right amount of insurance? The Insurance
Store at CTAA can provide you tools to help evaluate your current program
through a variety of techniques including coverage analysis and comparison, loss analysis and forecasting. Contact us now for a comprehensive
confidential insurance review.

Risk Management Services
Our goal is to help you manage your overall cost of risk, and obtaining
insurance coverage is only one part of that. The Insurance Store at CTAA
can support your objectives by managing the claims-handling process, by
helping you identify major areas of exposure, and by bringing you additional
ways of managing risk.

Visit The Insurance Store at CTAA for Full Details
www.ctaa.org
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Building Regional Connectivity in Utah’s Cache Valley
Through Intercity Bus Partnerships
By Rich Sampson
Due to its iconic topography, the Mountain
West is defined by its mountains and valleys:
soaring peaks that surround verdant swaths
of both agriculture and population. But for all
their unvarnished majesty and rugged lore, the
challenge – as any westerner knows – is travelling between them. Such is the case for those
seeking to connect between the small towns
and farming communities in the Portneuf
Valley in southeastern Idaho with the rapidlygrowing Wasatch Front metropolitan region in
Utah.
Fortunately, in the midst of these activity
centers is still another expanse of valley – the
Cache Valley, with Logan, Utah at its heart
– that plays a vital role regional connectivity
via the work of a public-private partnership
between the Cache Valley Transit District
and Salt Lake Express intercity buses. Already
fostering local and regional mobility linkages,
the two entities are planning an even greater
level of access to leverage existing economic
dynamics and provide new opportunities to
reach key destinations among Utah and Idaho’s collection of vibrant valleys.
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An Opportunity for Partnership

the valley.

Since 1992, fare-free transit has thrived in
and around Logan via the Logan Transit District (LTD), with a strong emphasis on serving
the students, faculty and staff at Utah State
University (USU), which has an enrollment of
more than 28,00 students. In 2000, the Cache
Valley Transit District (CVTD) was formed out
of Logan’s transit operation via a public referendum that provides investment for service
in seven additional cities in the Cache Valley, which ultimately merged with the LTD in
2007 to form a comprehensive regional network, providing more than 2 million trips each
year. The Logan Transit Center also opened in
2001 to better coordinate mobility options in

“This region has long prioritized improving
transit access and amenities to serve the USU
community, improve air quality and help mobilize the region,” says Nathan Coats, Director
of Operations and Marketing for the CVTD
and an USU alum.
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One such mobility option that quickly found
a home in the Transit Center were the intercity bus trips offered by Salt Lake Express.
Like many other regions around the nation,
Greyhound cut back many of its intercity
routes in Utah and Idaho in the early-to-mid
2000s. In short order, Rocky Mountain Trails
– a private tour and charter company in the
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region – moved to fill the gap in regional connectivity by establishing Salt Lake Express,
with routes reaching as far as Butte and Yellowstone National Park in Montana, Jackson
Hole, Wyo., and Boise, Idaho. The new operation also merged with Cache Valley Limo – a
local, private Logan shuttle operation to Salt
Lake City International Airport – to reduce
redundancy. Salt Lake Express identified the
Logan Transit Center as its key service location in the city and contracted with the CVTD
to serve as its ticketing and customer service
provider.
“Working with the CVTD was a natural decision to provide the best service possible in Logan,” says Clark Taylor of Salt Lake Express.
“We’ve had a great partnership with them as
our ticketing and customer service representatives.”
“It’s an ongoing partnership for affordability,” adds the CVTD’s Coats, noting how Salt
Lake Express routes provide regional connectivity at reasonable prices, augmenting the
system’s local transit service.
Today, Salt Lake Express provides 12 daily
trips between Logan and Salt Lake City,
including connections to the airport, Amtrak
and Greyhound terminals as well as the Utah
Transit Authority’s TRAX light-rail, FrontRunner commuter rail and local and commuter
bus routes in downtown Salt Lake City.
Expanding the Relationship
While the partnership between the CVTD
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and Salt Lake Express already serves as an exemplary model of formal cooperation between
the public and private sectors, there are new
and greater opportunities for mutual benefit.
In recent years, the CVTD has observed growing demand for new ways for Cache Valley residents to access important destinations – such
as those offering health care, employment
opportunities, community services – that lie
beyond their service area. According to Coats,
the two entities are exploring new weekday
trips and stop locations to better serve the
needs of those living in the Cache Valley.
Currently underway is a study by the Cache
Metropolitan Planning Organization (CMPO)
to more acqutely identify regional destinations
and travel patterns in order to find “the best
way to approach increased connectivity,” says
Coats.
Already, the CVTD partners with Pocatello
Regional Transit in Idaho to provide weekday
commuter trips between the two regions. Considering that by 2040, the Cache Valley region’s population is expected to almost double
– with more than 112,000 residents expected
to live in Logan and another 120,000 in the
greater Cache Valley – new and expanded approaches to connected mobility will be essential. Both the CTVD and Salt Lake Express are
committed to finding appropriate avenues for
the existing partnership to grow.
Among many potential options, the CMPO
study will determine the level of current and
future demand for new regional service – par-
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ticularly geared to employment, health care
and educational opportunities throughout
Idaho and Utah – that may be needed to augment Salt Lake Express’ existing trips. The
study’s findings will help the CVTD and Salt
Lake Express negotiate an investment structure to facilitate expanded service.
“Our strong relationship with the CVTD
makes it possible to explore new opportunities,” says Taylor. “We look forward to determining how we can work together to help
more people travel in a convenient and affordable manner through the region.”

Capture the nostalgia of a

Hometown trolley

Efficient & Responsive

Villager, Mainstreet, and the
new low-floor models
– Carriage and Streetcar –
are proudly manufactured by
Double K, Inc.

For the CVTD, partnerships with both
private operators like Salt Lake Express and
neighboring community mobility providers
such as Pocatello Regional Transit are just
another element of one of the agency’s primary objectives: providing responsive service
as efficiently as possible.
“Its very simple for us: we take public investment and make it very efficient,” says Coats.
The Takeaway
Every locality has its own public-private
solution potentials. In Utah’s Cache Valley, an
innovative public-private partnership between
the Cache Valley Transit District and Salt Lake
Express is greatly enhancing efficient regional
mobility. These arrangements are the launching
pad for more.
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715-478-5090
e-mail: kristina@hometowntrolley.com
hometowntrolley.com
DBE/WBE Certified
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Community Transportation
EXPO 2014
St. Paul, MN
June 8 – 13, 2014
Mark Your Calendars Today!
www.ctaa.org
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Harrisburg’s Capital Area Transit Explores P3 Options to
Finance New Transportation Center
Over the span of just two days last year, the
ability of Pennsylvania’s transit agencies to tap
innovative public and private finding to rebuild
aging transit infrastructure was revamped.
On July 5, 2012, Gov. Tom Corbett signed
Pennsylvania’s Public Private Transportation
Partnership Act, known as the Pennsylvania P3 Act, into law. The next day, President
Obama signed the MAP-21 transportation
funding two-year extension into law (MAP21), providing $600 million in capital in FY
2013 and FY 2014 for the Transportation
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act
(TIFIA) credit assistance program, up from
$120 million in FY 2012.
Taken together, these two transportation
initiatives provide a mechanism for repairing,
restoring and replacing Pennsylvania’s transportation structural deficiencies by channeling private investors through a public-private
partnership.
“We think it’s a good idea for Capital Area
Transit (CAT) to pursue a possible P3 project,
as outlined by PennDOT, to finance building
a new transportation facility to replace CAT’s
aging transportation center on Cameron
Street in Harrisburg,” said Eric Bugaile, CAT
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Chairman of the Board. CAT’s current facility, designed and built originally as a trolley
maintenance center in 1904, has become a
continual obstacle to improving transit operations in the 21st century.
CAT’s Board of Directors is considering a
proposed CAT Bus Maintenance Facility P3
Project developed by Fine Lines Development
Services, WBE, for submittal to PennDOT.
“A P3 project is basically a contractual
agreement between a public and private entity
that transfers responsibility for a transportation facility’s engineering, construction,
operation and/or maintenance to the private
sector for a defined period of time,” Bugaile
added. “It allows the private sector to perform by contract a service previously provided
by the public sector and ensures the private
firm receives payments from existing revenue
sources.”
Requirements of the Pennsylvania P3 Act
include approval of all P3 proposals by a
seven-member Public-Private Transportation
Partnership Board, consisting of the Pennsylvania Secretary of Transportation, the Secretary of the Budget, one member from each of
the four Legislative Caucuses, and one mem-
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ber appointed by the Governor. If the proprietary public entity entering into the P3 with
a private party would be the Commonwealth,
the Legislature also has the longer of 20 days
or nine legislative days to disapprove any P3
approved by the Board.
Additionally, P3 employees must be paid
prevailing wage, and construction projects
must comply with the Separations Act, requiring separate four-part bidding for the trades.
Assets leased under a P3 must be returned
at the end of the agreement in satisfactory
condition at no further cost to the proprietary
public entity. A payment and performance
bond will be required for construction projects. The P3 must also comply with the Steel
Products Procurement Act, and there is a
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preference for P3s headquartered in Pennsylvania.
Celebrating its 40th Anniversary, CAT was
incorporated in 1973 when Cumberland
County and Dauphin County Commissioners and the City of Harrisburg organized
Capital Area Transit to provide mass transit
fixed-route and Paratransit shared-ride services, which today conveniently and safely
transports about 3 million riders a year in the
capital region.
The Takeaway
The state of Pennsylvania has struggled with
developing ways to fully fund its surface transportation program in recent years. The state’s
one-year old Public-Private Transportation
Partnership Act provides a new mechanism to
repair, restore and replace aging infrastructure.
The Capital Area Transit system, in Harrisburg,
is pursuing this option to build a new facility.
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Can Passenger Rail Operations Become Profitable and
Lure Private Interest?
By Rich Sampson
In October 2009, a partnership between
Amtrak – the nation’s intercity passenger rail
carrier – and the state of Virginia launched a
new daily roundtrip train between Washington, D.C. and Lynchburg. Although the city of
more than 77,000 was already served by the
railroad’s daily Crescent train between Washington and New Orleans, La., that train calls
at Lynchburg’s historic 1912 Kemper Street
Station either late at night or early in the
morning and is often delayed. Seeking a better
way for residents of Lynchburg and elsewhere
in Southwestern Virginia to reach the nation’s
capital and other key Northeast Corridor cities, Amtrak extended one of its daily Regional
trains to offer two daily rail options on the
roughly 175-mile corridor.
Of course, Amtrak has extended service in
key intrastate corridors in recent years, most
notably in places like North Carolina, Illinois
and California. What makes the story of the
second train from Lynchburg unusual is what
happened after its debut: it began making
money on its operations.
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A New Environment for Passenger Rail?
Since the privately-held railroads turned
over their passenger rail operations to Amtrak
beginning in 1971, operating passenger trains
has largely been a negative revenue proposition. Certainly, Amtrak has seen skyrocketing
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ridership over the past decade and the railroad
has made dramatic strides in becoming a more
efficient mobility provider, to the extent that
its annual requests for operating investment
has declined in consecutive years. Moreover,
its well-utilized Northeast Corridor between
Boston, Mass., and Washington is believed to
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ing new business investment or working with
existing businesses to expand, we can point to
the train as a real way of connecting to major metro areas,” said Bryan David, Executive
Director of the Region 2000 Economic Development Council, which promotes growth in
the Lynchburg region. “I certainly use the train
service and its great success in my telling the
story of the region.”

The CapeFlyer train in Hyannis, Mass., on its inaugural trip.

produce substantial operating surpluses each
year, which the railroad returns into its overall
budget to support its nationwide network.
The new Northeast Regional train to Lynchburg immediately began returning dividends
for both Amtrak and the communities it serves.
Even though the state of Virginia had set
aside operating investment to support the new
service, within its first full year of operation
it brought in more than enough revenue to
cover its operating costs. Today, the route still
is operating in the black, drawing more than
172,000 passengers in 2012, an increase of
more than 22,000 compared to 2011.
“What that means for us is that in attract-
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As impressive as the Lynchburg Regional
train’s success has been so far, even more
exciting is that it is not alone. From late 2012,
two new additional passenger rail operations
have been launched that are likewise matching
their operating expenses with passenger revenue. On Dec. 12, 2012, the Amtrak-Virginia
partnership once again expanded service in the
state, with daily intercity rail service returning
to Norfolk for the first time in 35 years. Like
the Lynchburg train, the new Norfolk route
is an extension of existing Amtrak’s Regional
service, in this case from its previous terminus in Richmond. Through the first half of
2013, trains to and from Norfolk have carried
more than 71,0000 riders, leading Amtrak and
Virginia leaders to project the route will earn
enough revenue to support its operating costs
in its first full service year.
“States now have formalized relationships
with Amtrak to upgrade tracks, operate routes,
and redevelop stations,” notes a recent study
by The Brookings Institution. “The result is a
new federalist partnership where Amtrak, the
federal government, and states share responsibility for the network’s successes and failures.”
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Further north, a new seasonal train between
Boston and Cape Cod is also expected to produce a positive revenue operation. The CapeFlyer – operated by a partnership between the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority in
Boston and the Cape Cod Regional Transit Authority (CCRTA) – began this past May, hoping
to attract passengers tired of massive congestion on highways leading to Cape Cod and offer a more enjoyable travel experience. So far,
the results have been staggering: although the
CapeFlyer only operates on weekends, more
than 9,000 passengers rode the train since service began on Memorial Day weekend. Moreover, even though train trips will continue as
long as Columbus Day in October, the service
has already attracted enough riders to balance
the costs of operating the trains.
The promising initial returns of new passenger rail services in Virginia and Massachusetts
suggest a broadening window for rail options
that attract enough riders to cover any expenses associated with the service. If two points
make a line, do three examples demonstrate a
trend?
“There’s no question in my mind that passenger rail service, if it’s done right, can be overwhelmingly successful,” says Thomas Cahir,
Administrator of the CCRTA.
Do Increased Speeds + Greater Frequency
= Higher Profits?
Inasmuch as new trains to Lynchburg, Norfolk and Cape Cod suggest opportunities for
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fiscally efficient passenger rail options using
conventional trains and infrastructure, could
more advanced passenger rail operations see
even greater returns and attract private-sector
involvement?
This is the economic calculus that leaders
of the Florida East Coast Railway (FEC) seem
prepared to embrace through their All Aboard
Florida project, which aims to introduce
higher-speed, high-frequency passenger rail
service between Orlando and Miami by 2015.
The company – which owns a 350-mile freight
rail corridor between Jacksonville and Miami
– believes large numbers of travelers in the
already-congested Orlando-Miami corridor will
take intercity passenger rail service that operates frequently with ample amenities, including food service, business class seating, electric
outlets and more. Trains will depart every hour
in both directions and travel the 230-mile
route in three hours – competitive with both
air and highway options, including intermediate stops in Fort Lauderdale and West Palm
Beach.
“The two-city pair of Miami to Orlando is
the best city pair that you could ask for,” said
Husein Cumber, FECs Executive Vice President for Corporate Development. “Orlando is
the most-visited city in the country and Miami has its airport and ports and many other
attractions.”
“We consider it an important project for the
state in general,” Michael Reininger, President
and Chief Development Officer for All Aboard
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All Aboard Florida trains will offer hourly service between Miami and Orlando beginning in 2015.

Florida, said during an interview with Miami
Today. “Orlando being an important tourist destination that has a propensity towards
domestic tourism and Miami an equally large
market that has a high degree of international
visitors, particularly through the Miami International Airport.”

ceived full funding for its capital infrastructure
through federal sources. Multiple news reports
(see here and here) indicated that private
investment firms were willing to assume any
capital and operating cost risks in exchange for
contracts to operate the service, pointing to
the route’s potential as a money-maker.

While the privately-run All Aboard Florida
would mark a more robust version of intercity
passenger rail service, true high-speed rail projects offer even greater opportunities for private
sector participation. That was true for the
proposed high-speed rail line between Orlando
and Tampa, which was cancelled by Governor
Rick Scott in 2011, even though it had re-

Currently, several high-speed rail projects in
various stages of planning and development
are exploring private investment opportunities.
California’s high-speed rail network is investigating numerous possible mechanisms to
incorporate private financing, including operating contracts, energy production and transmission, fiber-optic cable and more. Foreign
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sources of private capital – especially from
China and Japan – are also possible.
“This project will throw off operating cash
surpluses. Well, that then makes it very attractive for a private-sector operator to be able to
come in and bid for the right to be able to operate the system,” California High Speed Rail
Authority Chairman Dan Richard told Politico.
“Our business plan counts on the innovation
of the private sector coming in. They are the
ones that are going to put up the train sets,
collect the fares and operate and maintain the
system.”
Texas Central Railroad: Responding to a
Glaring Need
The Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston met-

ropolitan regions are the fourth- and fifthmost population regions in the United States,
respectively. And yet, despite their enormous
size and the relatively-close 240-mile distance
between them, there currently is no scheduled passenger rail service connecting the
two regions. Enter the Texas Central Railway
(TCR), which hopes to introduce high-speed
rail service in a market almost perfectly-suited
for the mode.
With flat terrain and two large and growing
metropolitan regions in close proximity, the
TCR unites prospective investment from the
Central Japan Railway – the most profitable
and highest-volume high-speed rail operator
in Japan – with American business interests to
cultivate fast and frequent rail service between
Houston and the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex.

The Dallas-Houston corridor targeted by the Texas Central Railway benefits from flat terrain and large populations.

The entity is currently in the process of raising
$10 billion in private investment to construct
the high-speed infrastructure by 2020, which
would be a far less daunting proposition than
other projects in places like California and the
Northeast Corridor due to the corridor’s relatively unencumbered geography. Previous highspeed rail efforts in Texas have failed to materialize, largely to a lack of public investment.
“We are not the traditional state-run railroad,” said Robert Eckels, President of Texas
Central Railway and a former Harris County
judge. “This is designed to be a profitable highspeed rail system that will serve the people
of these two great cities and in between and,
ultimately, the whole state of Texas.”
Currently, local leaders in both regions are
debating the merits of station locations in
urban areas, airports and smaller communities along the route. The heightened level
of discussion over station locations does not
reflect contention over the need for high-speed
rail between the two metropolitan areas, but
rather a recognition of the importance of adding viable rail service as an option to improve
connectivity between Dallas-Fort Worth and
Houston.
Traversing the Desert: Connecting
Southern California to Vegas
One of the most inhospitable stretches of
travel in the United States stretches through
portions of the nation’s most extreme desert
climates: the 265 miles between the populous
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and completed an agreement with the Union
Pacific last November to operate over their rail
line. Service is expected to begin in late 2013.
“We are proud that Union Pacific is working
with us on this exciting and historic project,”
said Michael Barron, President and CEO of
Las Vegas Railway Express, Inc. “This moment will be long remembered as an important
milestone in providing a great experience for X
Train customers.”
An Expanded Role for Private Passenger
Rail

The X Train terminal in Las Vegas will tie-in to the city’s legendary entertainment scene.

Southern California valley and the entertainment capital of Las Vegas. The corridor is
begging for a passenger rail solution, as Interstate 15 is routinely transformed into a parking
lot on weekends and runway slots and airport
gates in both areas could be better used by
flights heading to more distant destinations.
Two separate firms hope to address this challenging travel span by installing new intercity
passenger rail options, one using conventional
rail equipment and infrastructure and the
other striving for high-speed rail service.
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Seeking immediate relief for the Southern
California – Las Vegas travel market is The
Vegas X Train, which would travel over existing
Union Pacific Railroad tracks from Fullerton
to Las Vegas from Thursday to Sunday. The
five-hour trip – with tickets expected to be
priced at $99 each way – would mark the first
scheduled passenger rail service in the corridor
since Amtrak’s Desert Wind was discontinued
in 1997. Las Vegas Railway Express, Inc. –
which will own the X Train service – already
has acquired former Chicago & Northwestern
commuter rail coaches to provide the service
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The number of collaborative projects between private and public entities in American
metropolitan areas suggests a broadening horizon of involvement by private firms and companies previously reluctant to engage in the
intercity passenger rail realm. The substantial
levels of investment necessary to institute new
high-speed or intercity rail projects demands
more varied sources of support than the public
sector can provide on its own.
The Takeaway
New rail services are demonstrating an increasingly cost-effective and perhaps even profitable operating environment for passenger rail.
Over the coming years and decades, new projects – including high-speed rail routes – with
greater private sector backing will test the longheld myth that passenger rail is an inherently
money-losing proposition.
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The CT Interview: Understanding Social Enterprise
for Nonprofit Organizations
Social enterprise is becoming an increasingly
available option for nonprofit organizations
to generate revenue outside of fundraising
and philanthropy. DigitalCT Intern Zachary
Byrum discussed social enterprise for nonprofits with Dr. Thomas Lyons, the Lawrence
N. Field Family Chair in Entrepreneurship
at the Zicklin School of Business at Baruch
College.
DigitalCT: What is social enterprise?
Lyons: There are various definitions. One
definition from National Executive Service
Corps (NESC) is that it is unrestricted cash
flow, a way for nonprofits to generate income
or revenue that is not encumbered by certain restrictions on the money or time limits
in using, which is often the case with philanthropy. I would define it as any instance
where a nonprofit earns income as a revenue
strategy.
DigitalCT: How is it a different way of
looking at things?
Lyons: Social enterprise is a more businesslike perspective. There is a lot of financial
pressure for nonprofits because of the limited amount of and increased competition
for philanthropy money, which has forcing
nonprofits to look at efficiency, the mantra
of private companies seeking to maximize
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profits. It is also businesslike in that it often
involves applying commercial entrepreneurship to a social mission, since it is harder to
sustain your social enterprise through philanthropy.
DigitalCT: Why should it matter to a nonprofit organization?
Lyons: It should matter because it’s morally
incumbent for them to sustain themselves
because of the help they bring to their beneficiaries. Protecting cash flow to keep the
nonprofit alive is crucial. Well over half of
the nonprofits in the world generate some
form of income.
DigitalCT: Should decreasing dependence
on philanthropic and government funding
be a general objective for nonprofits?
Lyons: Well, I try to avoid absolutes, I would
say no, as it is not the right tool for everyone.
For most nonprofits it makes a lot of sense
to engage in social enterprise because it is
a tool, and you only use a tool where it is
needed for a fitting problem.
DigitalCT: Is there a certain type of organization that should not pursue this
course, perhaps due to inherent risks in
social enterprise?
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Lyons: Any nonprofit that is operating well,
which is sustainable with philanthropy and
do not need to take the risk of social enterprise. Basically, if it isn’t broke don’t fix it.
Also, those that do not have a clear product
or service should not pursue it, or those who
do not have excess capacity or capability or
to pursue social enterprise because you have
to watch cost-benefit ratio. In this context,
capacity is physical resources such as equipment (machinery and technology) to engage
in social enterprise, and capability is availability of appropriate skill sets such as employees with business backgrounds.
DigitalCT: What has been one of the most
impressive social enterprise models or in-
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novations in the nonprofit sector that you
have seen?

assist you or have the directors get degrees
for the necessary skills.

Lyons: In New York City, one of the NESC
clients is the Salma Gundi Club, a nonprofit
located in a brown stone in lower Manhattan that supports artists by providing for a
space for artists to work and show their art.
They had excess capacity with an unused
kitchen and other unused rooms, so they
started catering from the kitchen and opened
it to other organizations and as other spaces,
while displaying art to perhaps raise interest
in purchasing some of the artists’ work. On
a national scale, the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York has opened stores across
the U.S., even though it is a nonprofit. They
broadened their mission statement to including expanding access to art to as many
people as possible, so they could sell merchandise in stores across the country. Other
organizations use excess capability, such as a
“renting” their workers who have business or
law skills to other organizations.

DigitalCT: Looking at the future, do you
see the future of nonprofit institutions
engaged in social enterprise, is this taking
hold?

DigitalCT: For those who harbor caution
over creating a social enterprise, what do
you think is the greatest reason to establish one?

Lyons: It is taking hold, out of necessity.
Many will realize that they have to do this to
sustain themselves. The federal tax laws will
get better and clearer and people will see this
as something that should be regularly done.
Government is looking at the nonprofit situation, seeing problems, and trying to help.
There are already other accommodating
routes for nonprofits to sustain themselves,
such as pursuing an L3C or B-Corp status.
Social enterprise is here to stay.
The Takeaway
For nonprofits, the Social Enterprise concept
helps combine business and social missions
into a formula for building revenues and increasing flexibility. Social Enterprise is a tool
for capacity building, where a nonprofit can
earn income as part of a revenue strategy.

And it’s free to sign-up! Simply send an
email to fastmail@ctaa.org and you’ll be
connected with the next issue of CT Fast
Mail. In the meantime, view the latest
edition at www.ctaa.org.

Lyons: They should not be afraid of losing
their nonprofit status, because as long as
they generate revenue tied to their mission
they will keep the status. You can rewrite
your mission or simply watch what you do
with the revenue. If you’re afraid of the business failing, you can look for consultants to
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The perfect compliment to Digital CT is
our bi-weekly E-Newsletter, CT Fast Mail.
Delivering the latest news on transit
policy from the nation’s capitol, developments from across the country, research
and analysis publications and information
on resources and technical assistance
from the Community Transportation
Association and other partners, CT Fast
Mail is the most direct location for the
most relevant news and updates in the
industry.
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MAP-21 Reauthorization Ideas from Two States...
So Far
As we move into a busy season for state
and regional transit association meetings,
DigitalCT staff have already found themselves leading sessions in both West Virginia
and Kentucky seeking to develop ideas about
what you — the community and public transportation industry — would like to see in the
next transit reauthorization.

Below is a quick look at the output from
these MAP-21 reauthorization sessions in
Kentucky and West Virginia.

• No reductions in transit funding

• Investment tied to mandates (no additional
work without additional funds)

MAP-21 now has just over a year left before
it expires on September 30, 2014. The process to reauthorize MAP-21 is already underway. We believe that these open-ended sessions where transit leaders and advocates can
develop innovative ideas that actually respond
to the operating conditions they see in their
communities is invaluable.

• Prompt payment from FTA

• More money overall

• Next reauthorization needs to be 3 to 5
years, minimum

Would Like to See

To organize the sessions, we’ve simply taken
three easels at the front of the room — titled
Must Haves, Would Like to See and In a Perfect World — and let your transit reauthorization thoughts and ideas flow onto the pads.
We plan on holding similar sessions throughout the fall in additional states and at numerous conferences. We’d also like to encourage
our DigitalCT readers to similarly organize
your thoughts and send them into us directly
at bogren@ctaa.org. Remember, there are no
bad ideas!
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Must Haves
• Gas tax increase

• Enough capital to do basic bus replacement
• Streamlined bus procurements
• An understanding of the connection between capital investment and meeting growing demand
• Lapsing funds shouldn’t go back to the FTA
• Safety regulations should be based on performance, and scaleable
• The capital priority should be placed on
maintaining current services over launching
new ones
• Performance measures must be community-based and realistic
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• Consistent source of investment for vehicles and equipment
• Longer-term bills (at least 5 years)
• Scalability

• Diversified funding sources into the trust
fund beyond just the gas tax
• A return to earmarks in the transit program
that are transparent to tax payers
• Performance measures that act as incentives and not punishments
• Asset management regs that take into account local demand and service growth
• Coordination plans that have real meaning
• Fully allocated transit costs as part of the
coordination process
• Common sense applied to the charter bus
regulations
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From the Field
• Electronic tools for reporting process
• Pilot projects
• Uniform procurement (with options/flexibility)
• Investment for bike/pedestrian infrastructure
• Accessability investment
• Higher federal match

• Need flexibility for longer-distance trips to
co-schedule multiple trips to same destination (required to provide service on any day
requested; bad efficiency)
• Put human service transportation investment in one source (streamline across agencies, not just within DOT)
• Identify funding source for Medicaid transportation

• Increase in local match flexibility

• Don’t cater as much to client choice (must
be limits to what’s possible)

• Farebox as local match

• Open source for data software

• Target priorities with corresponding match
levels (ie. good repair, reporting)

• Too much redundancy in reporting requirements (use universal forms)

In a Perfect World

• Co-locate community services (day programs increase # of trips)

• Next reauthorization would be for 10 years
• Buy America would be vastly simplified
• The overarching theory on transit reauthorization would be simplicity
• All federal funds targeting the movement
of people would have to go through the local
transit system
• Scalable options for alt. fuels (ie. start up
$$ for CNG infrastructure)
• Turn fleet over in prescribed intervals (life
of the vehicle)

• Increase communication with the health
care industry (transit schedules medical appointments)
• Medicaid trips for prescriptions, not just
appointments
• Stop locating heath care facilities outside
transit coverage areas (force zoning requirements to be followed) or provide new investment for service increase
• 5309 recipients as designated recipients
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• Put transit people on brokerage committees
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California Hospital Shuttle Connects
Employees and Area Residents to Nearby
Transit Stations

Medical Center, UC Davis Medical Center.
The shuttles provide connections to RT’s
29th Street, 39th Street and University/65th
Street stations.

patients and community residents access
to two light rail stations, along two distinct
routes, and operates Monday through Friday,
between 6:05 a.m. and 6:40 p.m.

Mercy General Hospital synchronizes its
shuttle service with light-rail schedules,
eliminating long wait times for passengers
who transfer to public transit. The shuttle
runs more frequently during the morning
commute, allowing hospital employees timely
access to work. Over the years, ridership has
increased to an average of 20-40 riders per
day. Although the shuttle is not wheelchair
accessible, if needed, another accessible vehicle is available to transport individuals with
disabilities.

The UC Davis Medical Campus has provided
shuttle service to local transit stations for
more than 20 years. The success of the UC
Davis route encouraged Sutter and Mercy
Hospital to provide similar service. UC Davis’ shuttle transports more than 150 hospital employees and patients daily, running at
20-minute intervals nearly 12 hours daily.
Many passengers use the shuttle to access
the county health center located in close
proximity to the hospital. Although the hospital has no formal relationship with RT to
promote usage, both entities share information and routinely participate in local mobility management activities.

By Pamela Friedman
With the increase in health-care related jobs,
and in recognition of the increased need for
transportation access to area medical facilities, some transit providers have partnered
with hospitals to increase access for hospital
workers, visitors, patients and other local
residents. In California, the Sacramento
Regional Transit District (RT) and three area
hospital providers started the Capital City
Hospital Shuttles in 2008. It is a free weekday transportation service for patients, employees and the general public. Participating
hospitals are Mercy General Hospital, Sutter

The Sutter Medical Center shuttle provides

In an RT 2008 press release introducing the
service, Steve Cohn, Sacramento City Council Member and RT Board Member noted
“the Capital City Hospital Shuttles provide
a vital transportation link for the Sacramento community. This dynamic partnership
promotes greater regional cooperation and
demonstrates the community’s commitment
to advancing quality transit for everyone.”
New Intercity Bus Connections Available
in Texas’ Rio Grande Valley
A three-route network of intercity bus lines
dubbed Metro Connect will debut this fall
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– said at the inaugural event, who noted the
new system’s benefits to UTPA students and
veterans accessing the Veterans Affairs Clinic
in Harlingen. “This will have a significant
impact on the lives of people.”

to launch community-based transportation
service in the region.
“We’ve been looking forward to this for more
than three years,” said Miami Town Manager
Jerry Barnes. “We’ve been planning and waiting for it for a long time.”
GroveLink Offers New Mobility Options in
Metropolitan Portland

after an inaugural ride with elected officials
took place on August 21. Linking a roughly
75-mile region, Metro Connect is supported
by a $1.3 million grant from the Texas Transportation Commission, along with local
investment. The service will be operated by
Brownsville Metro, which is providing four
Wi-Fi-equipped buses for the service.
The network’s Red Line route will connect
Brownsville and McAllen and also serve Valley Transit’s terminal in Harlingen. Meanwhile, the Blue Line will link South Padre
Island and Brownsville, while the Green Line
will connect McAllen with the University of
Texas – Pan American (UTPA) in Edinburg.
Trips will be free on the Blue Line, while
fares will be set at $.50 for UTAP students on
the Green Line and $1 for the general public,
while riders will pay $5 each way on the Red
Line between Brownsville and McAllen.
“It’s a good thing to have a regional approach
to transportation,” U.S. Representative
Filemon Vela – who represents Brownsville
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Cobre Valley Transit Begins Service in
Arizona
Providing demand-response transit service in
Arizona’s Gila County, Cobre Valley Transit –
the state’s newest mobility provider – began
operations on August 16. The new system
connects the city of Globe and the town of
Miami with curb-to-curb service open to the
general public and focused on the needs of
low-income workers, college students, seniors
and people with disabilities. Additionally,
connections are available to Nnee Bich’o Nii
Transit operated by the San Carlos Apache
Tribe. The service is made possible through
an intergovernmental agreement between
Gila County and the Town of Miami and
follows several years of studies and planning
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August 19 saw the debut of GroveLink, a new
local circulator service in Forest Grove, Ore.,
operated by Ride Connection, the regional,
nonprofit community transportation provider
in the Portland metropolitan region. The
new fare-free, deviated fixed-route service
operates two loop routes in Forest Grove, a
community of 21,000 about 25 miles west
of Portland. Both routes meet at the Forest
Grove Senior & Community Center.
GroveLink also offers connections to the
Route 57 bus line operated by TriMet, Portland’s public transit system, which then pro-
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vides links to the region’s MAX light-rail network to downtown Portland and elsewhere.
GroveLink riders can either wait for the bus
at 14 bus stops or flag-down a bus curbside
while en route, along with scheduling a doorto-door route deviation with 24 hours notice.
The service operates every 45 minutes from
6:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. on weekdays, with
more frequent service during peak periods.
“This kind of system is what it’s all about,”
says GroveLink Driver Paul Davis. “And it’s
why all of us drivers are so excited.”
New Options Better Serve Orange
County Community College in
Middletown, N.Y.
Although the Port Jervis Human Services
Transportation Network has ably responded
to mobility needs in Orange County, N.Y.,
for the past two years, local leaders noticed
students at Orange County Community College in Middletown needed additional options. This fall, the Network will now serve
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the Middletown campus with daily service
while classes are in session under a pilot program. The expanded service is the result of a
partnership between Orange County’s Department of Social Services and its Employment and Training Administration, as well as
Orange County Community College.

Transit, mobility options are again improving
with service increases and fare reductions
that were initiated on August 26. In addition
to relocating the city’s main transit center
to better serve the Ohio University campus,
fares were lowered by $.50 to $1 for general
riders and by $.25 to $.50 for seniors and
people with disabilities, as well as reductions to long-term passes. Meanwhile, two
new routes were added to bring the system’s
network to a total of five, and a series of new
wrapped buses feature the work of a local artist. HAPCAP also operates the GoBus rural
intercity bus system between Athens and Columbus, Cincinnati and Marietta along with
Logan Public Transit.

“As a retired teacher, I am a firm believer in
the value of education,” said Orange County
Executive Edward Diana. “It opens doors,
provides opportunity, and helps to build
brighter futures. I hope Port Jervis residents
will make good use of the new bus service to
the college.”
Athens (Ohio) Public Transit Increases
Service, Reduces Fares
A year after contracting with Hocking-Athens-Perry Community Action (HAPCAP)
to more effectively operate Athens Public
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ABOUT US
Community Transportation Magazine is the voice of the Community Transportation Association, a national association dedicated to making mobility alternatives available to all Americans. The Association’s
Board of Directors provides national leadership and direction for the Association. The Board relies on the
special expertise of its State and Tribal Delegate Council to assist in their important efforts.
OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Barbara Cline, CCTM, President; Rochelle Cotey, Vice President; Moses Stites, CCTM, Treasurer; Ann August, CCTM, Secretary; Charles Carr; Rochelle Cotey; Ann Gilbert;
Santo Grande, CCTM; Robert P. Koska; Dave Marsh; John McBeth; William McDonald; Elaine Wells; Fred
Schmidt, PhD.; David White, CCTM and William Osborne. Ex-Officio Directors: Dan Dirks CCTM; Jo Ann
Hutchinson, Reginald Knowlton, CCTM; Richard Doyle; Roland Mross.
OUR STATE & TRIBAL DELEGATE COUNCIL: Alabama • Taylor Rider; Alaska • John Kern, CCTM; Arizona • Jeff Meilbeck; Arkansas • Betty Bradshaw; California • Jeff Webster; Colorado • Hank Braaksma,
CCTM; Connecticut • Doug Holcomb; Delaware • Ken Bock, CCTM; Florida • Cathy Brown; Georgia •
Barbara Hurst; Hawaii • George Reioux, CSSO; Idaho • Heather Wheeler; Illinois • Tom Zucker, CCTM;
Indiana • Rebecca Allen, CCTM, CTSR; Iowa • Mark Little, CCTM; Kansas • R.E. (Tuck) Duncan; Kentucky
• Beecher Hudson; Louisiana • Donna Lavigne; Maine • Jim Wood; Maryland • Nancy Norris, CCTM;
Massachusetts • Jack Mastrangelo; Michigan • Dan Wedge; Minnesota • Mike Ness; Mississippi • John
Johnson;   Missouri • Dorothy Yeager, CCTM; Montana • Ron Wenger; Nebraska • Kathi Schildt; Nevada
• Debbie Dauenhauer ; New Hampshire • Van Chesnut; New Jersey • Carol Novrit, CCTM; New Mexico
• David Harris, AICP; New York • Damon Mustaca, CCTM; North Carolina • Randy Bass; North Dakota •
Linda Freeman, CCTM; Ohio • Kristina Reider; Oklahoma • Charla Sloan, CCTM; Pennsylvania • William
Peterson, CCTM; Rhode Island • Doug Wood; South Carolina • Lynnda Bassham; South Dakota • Ron-

New Benefits for Members!
Join Today!
Becoming a member of the Community Transportation Association of America presents an ever-growing pool of
benefits and services, including:
• New Certified Safety and Security
Manager (CSSM) Training
• Access to the Insurance Store at
CTAA
• The Latest Policy Analysis and an
Effective Voice in Washington
• Technical Assistance Programs and
Information Resources
• Discounted PASS Driver Training
and Certification
Become a member of the Community
Transportation Association today by
contacting our Membership Director,
Caryn Souza, at 202.294.6527 or
souza@ctaa.org, or visit www.ctaa.
org/join.

ald Baumgart; Tennessee • Chris Kleehammer; Texas • Lyle Nelson; Utah • Todd Beutler, CCTM; Vermont • Jim Moulton; Virginia • Curtis Andrews; Washington • Kelly Scalf; West Virginia • David Bruffy;
Wisconsin • Greg Seubert. Tribal Delgates: Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians • Kathi Littlejohn; Navajo
Nation • Lee Bigwater
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Intermodalism...
Economic Development...
Land Use and Values...
The only publication
telling the real story of
today’s passenger rail revival

$6.99 US
$10 Canada

$6.99 US
$10 Canada

For subscription information
contact Scott Bogren at
bogren@ctaa.org

Sign up for our
monthly FastMail for
RAIL Enewsletter by
emailing
fastmailrail@ctaa.org

DigitalCT and Full Accessibility
As with everything we do at CTAA, we strive to ensure that our
publications are fully accessible to everyone. In the production of
this digital publication, we only employ widely used technology
that comes standard with most computers. The pdf files we
create are those most commonly used by readers of such files.
That said, we know that we can always improve this publication’s
accessibility and we’d like your help. We want everyone to be able
to make best use of this digital magazine. If we can provide any of
the articles or content in a different format, please let us know at
cteditor@ctaa.org.
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